
Virtual Baking Adventures  
with Muddy’s Bake Shop 

 
Prices include: 

* live program with an on-screen instructor & a sidekick to facilitate Q&A 

* in the moment Q&A and audience engagement 

* teaser video for your group promoting your event 

* PDF for participants of recipe(s), tips, & shopping list (if applicable) 

 
 
COZY BAKE-A-LONG:   60-75 min... $450   //   1½ - 2  hr... $550 
Best fit for a small group (5-15) of baking enthusiasts eager to learn. 
Class involves lots of in-the-moment interaction and Q&A from both instructor (verbally) and 
sidekick (via chat).  Small class size means an in-depth experience: individual attention and 
emphasis on learning the details baking techniques used. Participants typically stay un-muted and 
can ask questions verbally as we go.  
 
 
GREAT BIG BAKE-A-LONG:   60-75 min... $495   //   1½ - 2  hr...  $625 
Best fit for a large group (16-100) that wants to have fun together, whether individual 
participants are baking along or just tuning in. 
Class involves some in-the-moment interaction and Q&A from both instructor (verbally) and 
sidekick (chat).  Instructor offers info & tips while keeping things moving; participants usually stay 
muted and direct questions through the chat.  
 
 
LIVE DEMO:    60 min demo... $450   //   90 min demo... $550   
Best fit for groups where most participants can’t participate hands-on in the moment and/or 
extremely large groups (100+). 
Some Q&A via chat, but this session is primarily demonstration and not intended to be a bake-a-
long; instructor will share details of techniques and lots of info to set home bakers up for later 
success. Some elements may be prepared prior to class for show & tell... more like a live baking 
show than a hands-on class. 
 

* * * * * 
 

Kat Gordon, owner of Muddy’s Bake Shop   //   kat@muddysbakeshop.com 

 

Muddy’s Bake Shop is a homestyle bakery making cakes, cookies, pies, cupcakes, and more in Memphis, 

TN since 2008. Over the years, Muddy’s has received much national recognition as one of America’s 

favorite local bakeries and we are proud to teach our favorite recipes to home bakers. 



Muddy’s Virtual Baking Menu 
The following recipes are listed from easiest to most advanced, though ALL are accessible to beginner bakers.  
All are available for either Cozy Bake-a-long or Great Big Bake-a-long; primary difference is the amount of 
instruction offered on details of technique and level of participant interaction.   
Layer cakes, cupcakes, and pies can often be done as live demos; please see Muddy’s current online menu for 
examples of types/flavors that may be available. 
 

60-75 MINUTE BAKE-A-LONGS 
(or 60 min demo) 

 
Buttermilk Biscuits 

Southern style and oh so good! Participants learn to make their own buttery, flaky biscuits and 

baking basics like measuring, the role of temperature and fats, etc.  Includes suggestions for 

customizing your biscuits with add-ins, spices, etc.  For folks who want to truly play with 

their food, as a lot of the mixing and shaping is done with your hands!  

 

Thumbprint Jamboree Cookies 

Buttery, melt in the mouth cookies filled with jam. We whip up a tasty butter cookie dough, 

shape by hand, and fill with jam.  Maybe best of all, the choice of jam flavor is totally up to 

the participant, incorporating personal creativity & taste into a fun group activity. 

(special tools: mixer) 

Apple Crisp 

You’ll make a homemade fruit crisp that is a beautiful blend of seasonal flavors AND learn a few 

basic knife skills! Together we’ll chop up & roast some fruit, measure out spices, and build a 

beautiful crumble topping. Bake your crisp immediately, or freeze it to bake later.  Can be 

easily converted to vegan and/or GF. 

Deluxe Chocolate Chip Cookies 

A comforting classic! Together, we’ll measure out ingredients, learn the importance of “mise 

en place”, and use the creaming method to make delicious drop cookies studded with chocolate 

chips. (special tools: mixer) 

Gingerbread Molasses Cookies 

Learn how to create flavorful, spicy gingerbread cookies that pack a real punch! A blend of 

chai spices turns this traditional holiday favorite into a real treat you’ll look forward to 

making all year long. (special tools: mixer) 

Rainbow  Sprankle Cookies 

These  colorful cookies are a  favorite with the kiddos! Learn to make sugar cookies that are a 

little chewy & a little crisp with a hint of lemon and loads of colorful sprankles. (special 

tools: mixer) 

Scrumptious Scones ... Choose Sweet (ginger) or Savory (goat cheese & herb) 

Learn to make a soft in the center, crisp on the outside scone that’s loaded with flavor. 

Participants will also get tips for variations that they can try using the base recipe as a 

foundation. (special tools: mixer) 

 



1 ½ - 2 HR BAKE-A-LONGS 
(or 90 min demo)  

 
Butter Cookie Bonanza 

Buttery, melt in the mouth butter cookies are versatile AND delicious. Learn to make Muddy’s 

butter cookies two ways.  For Thumbprint Jamborees, we’ll shape the dough by hand and fill with 

jam.  We’ll also learn how to adapt for roll-out cookies by making our lemon glazed cookies. 

(special tools: mixer) 

 
Cinnamon Walnut Coffee Cake 

Learn to make a deliciously tender casual coffee cake with a flavorful center surprise and a 

tasty crumble topping. Can be easily modified for nut-free needs. (special tools: mixer) 
 

Chocolate Chip Cookie Sammiches 

A comforting classic with a twist! Participants learn to two crowd-pleasing recipes: 

delicious chocolate chip cookies and a basic American buttercream. We’ll bake the cookies, 

prepare buttercream, then sandwich them together for a special sweet treat.  (special tools: 

mixer) 

 

Oatmeal Cream Pies 

A homemade take on the lunchbox classic! Learn to make oatmeal cookies that are crisp but still 

a bit chewy on the inside and a homemade quick-buttercream.  We’ll sandwich the cookies with 

the buttercream to create a tempting, tasty treat that is one of the most asked-for recipes 

from our bakery. (special tools: mixer) 

Scrumptious Scones Two Ways 

Learn to make a soft in the center, crisp on the outside scone that’s loaded with flavor. We’ll 

make two recipes, a sweet (ginger) AND a savory (goat cheese herb). 

Participants will also get tips for variations that they can try using the base recipe as a 

foundation. (special tools: mixer 

* * * * * 
 

FAQ 
 

Q. What baking equipment do participants need for hands-on bake-a-longs? 
A. Anyone baking along with the program should have access to basic tools (measuring cups & spoons, bowls, 
whisk, spatula, knife, baking pans). If special tools are needed, it will be indicated (ie: mixer, rolling pin).  
 
Q. Does Muddy’s ship ingredient kits? 
A.  No, but if participants are local (Memphis, TN) we can arrange for kits to be picked up from the bakery for 
an additional fee.  
 
Q. What about families baking together? 
A.  Yes! Most sessions are fun for the whole family and children can totally participate where appropriate.  
 
Q. What about holiday/peak season scheduling? 
A. We’re a small, working bakery with limited availability during the holidays; a 15% overtime surcharge may 
apply the 2 weeks’ leading up to Thanksgiving & Christmas. Book early for holiday events! 
 
 

THANK YOU! 


